This paper summarises the basic framework that underpinned a keynote address delivered to ‘State of the Region’s’ Conference in
Alice Springs, Friday September 3, 2004) It is based on ideas from ‘Weaving Tapestries: A handbook for building communities by Tim
Muirhead, and produced by the Local Government Community Services Association of WA.

Regional Development; Community development.
How do they relate?
Tim Muirhead

I’m here to reflect, out loud, on the relationship between community development and regional
development. I want to articulate both the links between them and the differences. I also want to
explore what it might take to ensure that they complement each other, rather than diminishing each
other. And I guess, in truth, that I am putting out a plea – a challenge even – to focus, in everything
we do, on the human spirit that creates the momentum and energy for genuine development.
In such a short talk I won’t be able to fully explore the detailed application of this challenge, but I
hope we can do that throughout this conference – in our tea breaks and workshops and late night chats
and slightly bleary breakfasts.
So, I want to begin by laying out what I mean by ‘community development’, and where regional
development fits with that. ……

‘Community’ and ‘Development’: What do they mean?
It seems to me that, in all that we do, we should be ensuring that people – individual human beings are
able to get their needs and aspirations met.
Consider this list of human needs and aspirations:
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ

financial or material security
clean water
love
physical security
social interaction and friendship
beauty and harmony
information about the social and
physical environment
mobility

shelter
advice on appropriate actions and
choices
ϖ opportunities for recreation and
creativity
ϖ emotional support
ϖ food
and many more
ϖ
ϖ

Running your eyes down this list you’ll find that you have all these needs and aspirations. We all do. The
extent to which we don’t get these needs and aspirations met will be the extent to which we go wobbly
and may need to turn to crisis services and other strangers to help us repair the damage.
What differs between us is not our needs and aspirations – what differs between us is our capacity to
get those needs and aspirations met. And so, in all that we do in regional development, a central
objective is that everyone will have the capacity to get their needs and aspirations met.
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Broadly speaking, there are 4 ‘spheres of support’ that most of us can
draw on in meeting our needs and aspirations:

Them

• Our self in our complex and rich individuality
• Our family: those people we feel related to by blood or
contract and in which forces of ‘obligation’ are very
influential.
• Our community: those people, beyond our family, who we
feel ourselves to be in relationship with, and where
forces of ‘reciprocity’ - the balance of give and take are very influential.
• Our society: those people who we don’t know but who can
help or hinder me in getting my needs and aspirations met.
This ‘world of the stranger’ is organised into departments,
corporations, governments, and other structures where forces of
regulation (policy, programs, planning, rules, legislation) predominate.

Us
Me
Self
Family
Community
Society

Our self is the world of ‘me’
Our family and community are the world of ‘us’.
Our society is the world of ‘them’ – people we don’t know.
The world of community – of ‘me and us’ is understood through a paradigm of relationships – and
therefore creating trust is crucial. The world of society – of ‘the stranger’ – almost by definition
cannot be based on trust and is therefore reliant on regulation and formal accountability. Almost
anyone who works between these two worlds (community workers, funded community agencies,
government supported committees, etc) feels the tensions of these two different paradigms very
acutely and often painfully.
In Australia all 4 spheres are essential to our well-being, different spheres playing different roles in
helping us meet our own needs and aspirations. The extent to which any one or more of them break
down will be the extent to which people will not have the capacity to get their needs and aspirations
met. We need to ensure that they are all strong, and that the work of each sphere complements,
rather than diminishing, the work of the others.
When I speak of community approaches I speak of the world of ‘me and us’. When I speak of social
approaches I speak of the world of ‘them’1. (You will know you are talking to a relatively disempowered
group - a group with low capacity - when their first question is “what should ‘they’ do for me/us?” You
know you‘re talking to a relatively empowered group – a group of high capacity – when their first
question is ‘what will we do together for ourselves?’ The second question may then be, how can ‘they’
help us do that for ourselves).
So if community is that world of ‘us’, of relationship, what is ‘community development’. ‘Develop’ is a
wonderful word. It originally sprang from the word "Volvere” which means "roll" or "wrap". To develop, then is just the opposite of "en-velop". It is "to unroll - unwrap". Not change or build or
transform, but simply to bring the true potential out of its "wrapping". Personal development, then, is
the work of un-wrapping the potential that rests within a person. Social development is the work of unwrapping the potential that exists within our society. And community development is the work of unwrapping the potential that is inherent in communities – people in relationship together.
1

The concept of ‘social’ and ‘community’ approaches was first put before me by Anthony Kelly.
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Keeping space for community
Regional development means, or should mean, finding and revealing the potential that exists within a
region – within the individuals, families, communities and social supports that live or work within that
region. There should be no competition between ‘community development’ and ‘regional development’.
Regional development should aim to un-wrap the potential in all four ‘spheres of support’ shown above,
including community.
But I have a concern: If we in regional development are to genuinely contribute to the development of
communities (and the families and individuals within them), then we must ensure we speak the
languages of community – languages rich in informality, in relationship, in heart and spirit – as
interested in how people are feeling and relating as in what they are achieving. Sometimes, though, we
allow the language of society to dominate – language dominated by regulation, formality, measurement,
accountability, intellect, rationalism. This is important language in ‘social’ development – in the world of
strangers2. This world requires transparent and formal accountability if we are to feel safe that our
money is well spent. But if this language of the stranger is imposed on to the world of relationship –
community – then it can actually crush that world and create tension, conflict, and the disease of
wasted busy-ness.
How can we ensure that the paradigms of measurement and regulation do not come to dominate the
paradigms of feeling and relationship? A key, I believe, is to reflect on what ‘currency’ runs through
our work. When we are looking at the economic well-being of a family, community, township or region
it is easy to use the ‘currency’ of money to make sense of it all. How much money is coming in? How is
it flowing around? How much is leaking out? But this currency on it’s own is inadequate. To use a simple
example, a community may (legitimately) earn good income from use of it’s land by others, and yet the
human lives lived with that money can be filled with pain, dysfunction, addiction. Money really, really
matters, but we need to think of other currencies as well if we are going to ensure that people have
the capacity to genuinely get their own needs and aspirations met.
I’d like to offer a currency that helps us make sense of ‘community development’ and even gives us
pointers on what sort of things we should be measuring. I’d like to propose the currency of ‘spirit’.
In all that we do we should be aiming to ‘develop spirit’ – in ourselves, and in others – in people we know,
and in people we don’t know. I think it should be a job for each of us as friends, parents, lovers; each
of us as community workers, as managers, and policy makers; each of us as communities, organisations
and governments. Spirit: For me that’s the currency we need to sustain and enrich in our lives and
communities and cultures. If you want to try to measure something – measure that.

It seems, at first glance, a strange and loose concept, but I have found in the last decade that by
putting this simple concept at the centre of any dialogue about community, cultural and social policy
and practice we find a common focus to that dialogue that is too often missing. And that’s important,
because when there is no clear common foundation or ‘currency’ to terms like ‘community development’,
‘capacity building’, ‘sustainability’, ‘social capital’, then governments and others (including us community
workers!) can twist and warp these great concepts to justify a whole gamut of different agendas and
policies and strategies. (“Community Development” for example has been used to justify reduced
funding to community organisations)

2

‘Strangers’ can sound like a disparaging term. I don’t mean it to be. I believe one of the genuinely beautiful features of our culture is
our preparedness to contribute to the well-being of those we don’t know.
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So, there it is: a currency for community development – not dollars: spirit. The dollars matter – but
only to the extent that they serve the spirit of people and the land they love.
Why ‘Spirit’?
‘Spirit’ became important to me when I looked it up in the Dictionary. Its etymology – its original
meaning – is ‘breath of life’. I was very struck by this. You know what it feels like when your spirit is
strong. You can feel your energy and enthusiasm; you can feel true passion and compassion; true joy
and true grief; you can care about others and care about yourself. But what struck me when I read
this description - ‘the breath of life’ – was what it looks like when we can’t get it. I thought of a
person drowning.
A person drowning thinks only of the next moment – just trying to stay alive rather than focusing on
the wider picture. A person drowning lashes out – even at people who are trying to help them. A person
drowning grabs at anything to try to get that breath back into their lungs. And a person drowning,
finally, ceases to care; gives in.
A person who can’t “breathe” their spirit can be like that drowning person. When my spirit is choked I
can think only of the next moment, not the wider vision. When my spirit is choked I lash out at others
around me, even those who want to help me; even those who love me. When my spirit is choked I
consume and consume, grabbing at anything to fill up the hole left by my choked spirit. (This
consumption is not only environmentally and economically un-sustainable, it stresses and distracts me
from my life). And when my spirit is choked I give in, cease to care, get apathetic. Our communities
are full of people feeling like this. We often feel like this ourselves.
If we have communities where people are thinking only of the next moment, where we are lashing out
at each other, where we are consuming at rates we and the planet can’t sustain, and where we simply
cannot care about what is happening around us, our communities and our regions will not have the
capacity to meet our needs and aspirations.
So we need to aim for communities where people can think beyond and beneath the next moment;
where people are actively reaching for each other in mutual support; where people understand that
building on what we have is more effective than asking for what we do not have, and where most of us
actively care about ourselves, and those around us, and the land that holds us.
(As an aside – I would suggest that all those community features are measurable, and I know that
others at this conference have struggled with the means for measuring such qualities.)
So whether our interest in the region is ‘productivity’, or environmental protection, or social justice, or
the well-being of a small child, we need to answer the question ‘how do we develop spirit?’ And the
answers need to inform all our ideas and actions; all our policy and practice, be it personal,
professional, organisational or political.
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How?
So……..what will it take from us, as people and
governments; as workers and managers to develop
spirit – the stuff of sustainable lives and
communities
It takes, I think, 4 key elements:
1. We need to be able to really attend (or ‘pay
attention’) to our own lives, and we are helped
in this when others pay attention to the lives
we have lived and wish to live, rather than
the life that someone else believes we should
live. (Organisationally and politically, this is
the work of empowerment.)

(Empowerment)

ATTEND
(Visioning)

D
R
E
A
M

Develop
Spirit
SUSTAIN

C
O
N
N
E
C
T

(Relationship)

(Justice)

2. We need to be able to connect with others. Human beings simply can’t operate in isolation, and
the quality of our relationships with others will profoundly affect our spirit; profoundly affect
the quality of our lives and our capacity to make a difference in the world around us.
(Organisationally and politically, this is the work of relationship. It relies on the disciplines of
honesty, respect and inquiry as outlined in the attachment)
3. We need to be able to live in a human and ecological system that sustains all of us – that
ensures there is equilibrium between the needs of all of us, including future generations.
There’s no point being spirited if the world falls apart around us, either now or in the future.
(Organisationally and politically, this is the work of justice and can involve us in advocacy for
ourselves or others.)

4. And we need to be able to dream – to dream of how we want our world to be, and act as though
we can make it so. To borrow a cliché “our dreams (or visions or ideals) are like the stars; we
may never reach them, but like the ancient mariner, we can guide our journey by them.”
Without dreams our lives can slip into meaninglessness that we must escape from through
distractions like drugs, TV, busy-ness, or finding people to hate. (Organisationally and
politically, this is the work of ‘visioning’.)
Empowerment, relationships, justice and vision are, to me, foundations of good practice and policy;
practice and policy that develops spirit in our lives. They, and the attention, connection, sustaining and
dreams that they produce, are the foundations of community development, (and therefore, of good
regional development)
The practical and political applications of this focus on ‘spirit’ are pervasive. I don’t have time to give
examples here though I have given a few simple ones in another paper3. I hope, though, that we will
explore the implications of these in our dialogue throughout this conference. But to try and give a
glimpse of the application, I want to put the language of ‘developing spirit’, above, into the more
commonly used language of ‘capacity building’ or the term I prefer – ‘developing capacity’.4

3

See the paper ‘social and cultural sustainability’ available at www.peoplehelp.com.au/csd
Mara West – an Aboriginal trainer based in Perth – first pointed out to me that ‘capacity building’ can too easily imply that we must
build capacity where there is none, distracting us from inherent strengths of people and communities. Thus, again, I prefer ‘developing
capacity’ with it’s meaning of un-wrapping the capacity that is there.
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Let me summarise, in simple pictures, what communities need if they are to be places of capacity. Let
me begin with 5 little dots that you can barely see – representing 5 people feeling alone, small, and
relatively powerless….. If this group is to realise its capacity as a community, 4 features are
needed…………..

Justice
Firstly, capacity cannot exist without justice – the equilibrium between the needs of all people. This is
the very foundation of all capacity.

This is not a statement of morality or ethics. We can see very clearly today the devastating impacts
of racist and un-just policies and practices have had on Aboriginal people and other dispossessed
peoples around the world. Justice is essential to sustaining capacity; but on it’s own it will not succeed
in realising the capacity of communities. Three more elements are needed.
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Personal empowerment
A second element that is essential is that individual people feel powerful enough to have an impact on
their own lives and the lives around them. This is the work of ‘attending’ as shown above. It is
achieved by ‘paying attention’ to the experience and actions and wisdom of people themselves, rather
than the policies or programs that we are so anxiously trying to achieve.5 It is achieved by opening
opportunities for people to demonstrate to themselves and others, their own strengths and capacities.

Relationship
The very threads of capacity are in the relationships between people. Thus, if our regional
development is to contribute to genuine community development, we must not only ensure justice; we
must not merely work in ways that draws on the strength, power and leadership of individuals within
those communities, but we must also focus, constantly, on the quality of relationships between those
people.

In the world of ‘society’ we manage through legislation, accountability, regulation and other formal
means. In community, though the ‘core business’ must include ongoing work to ensure that relationships
are strong and resilient. Sometimes, for example this means letting go of our obsession with the
deadline recognising that important work of collaboration or conflict resolution is more essential to
community capacity, and therefore should take precedence over externally imposed dates.

5

See above-mentioned article or ‘Weaving Tapestries’ for more detail.
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Vision (created, not imposed.)
When the above three elements can be achieved in community – when people feel that they can know
justice, can make a difference, and can live and work well together - then ideas bubble up of ‘what we
can be or do’. When these ideas emerge the key to developing capacity is to respond to those ideas or
visions – pay attention to them rather than ignoring them unless they fit neatly into the ‘regional plan’.

In many ways this is the most difficult challenge of all. Many of us are keen to contribute our good
ideas of what might help communities. Some of us can back these good ideas with money. “We have
$200,000 here for you to undertake this program that we have designed.” It’s well meant, but it can
still distract people from the ideas that have bubbled up from their own dialogue. It can still create
tensions and conflicts through forcing compliance with un-familiar regulations and accountability
requirements. Even the most beautiful idea, when imposed, becomes a tyranny, and can crush capacity:

Regional Development really, really matters. But to make it work for people we must ensure that it
does not focus only on the formal ‘societal’ development at the expense of richer, more informal
community development. And we must make sure it does not give theories, measurements, policies, or
plans such prominence that they eclipse the spirit of human beings; the breath of life that makes
everything else possible.
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